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1 Abstract

There are three theories of secondary characteristic classes on Lie
algebroids, �rst was given by J.Kubarski [1991], [K2], [K5], [K6], the
next was given by R.L.Fernandes [2002] [F] and the last byM.Crainic
[2003] [Cr]. These theories generalize the classical secondary char-
acteristic classes for principal bundles and foliations.
The purpose of this lecture is to present a universal secondary

characteristic homomorphism

h(B;A) : H (ggg;B)! H (A)

for a pair (B;A) ; B � A; of regular Lie algebroids (non�at in gen-
eral) over the same foliated manifold (M;F ) [especially for transitive
ones] where ggg = ker#A. This homomorphism h(B;A) has the follow-
ing property: for an arbitrary (nonregular in general) Lie algebroid
L on M and for a �at L-connection in A (i.e. a homomorphism of
Lie algebroids) r : L! A; the superposition

r# � h(B;A) : H (ggg;B)! H (L)

describes � for the suitable (B;A;r) �
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a) the classical secondary ��at�characteristic homomorphism for
a principal bundle with a reduction and �at connection, see for ex-
ample [K+T1]-[K+T4];
b) the Crainic characteristic classes for a representation of L on

a vector bundle [Cr].

2 Application to principal bundles

We start with an application of the universal homomorphism to
principal bundles, probably not mentioned earlier in the literature.

Theorem 1 If G is a compact connected group and P 0 is a connected
H-reduction in a G-principal bundle P = P (M;G) (non�at in gen-
eral), then there exists a �universal�homomorphism of algebras

h(P 0;P ) : H (g; H) �! HdR (P ) :

given on the level of forms by the following direct formula:�
�(P 0;P ) 

�
(z;w1 ^ ::: ^ wk) = h ; [�! (z;w1)] ^ ::: ^ [�! (z;wk)]i ;

where ! is the form of a connection on P extending an arbitrary
connection in P 0.
For every �at connection � in the bundle P the classical secondary

characteristic homomorphism h(P 0;P;�) : H (g; H) �! HdR (M) for
(P 0; P; �) is factorized by h(P 0;P ), i.e. the diagram below commutes

H(g; H) HdR(M)-
h(P 0;P;�)

HdR(P )

h(P 0;P )
�
�
�
��

�#
@
@
@
@R

where �# on the level of right-invariant forms is given as the pullback
of forms,

�� : 
r (P ) �! 
 (M) ;

�� (�) (x;u1 ^ ::: ^ uk) = � (z; ~u1 ^ ::: ^ ~uk)
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and z 2 Pjx, ~ui is the horizontal lift of ui. [Recall that Hr
dR (P ) :=

H (
r (P )) ' HdR (P ).]
In the general case (noncompact or nonconnected Lie group G)

we must change the algebra HdR (P ) for the algebra cohomology of
right-invariant vector �elds Hr (P ) :

It seems to be interesting the following question:
� Is the homomorphism h(P 0;P ) : H (g; H) �! Hr (P ) a monomor-

phism?

3 De�nition of the homomorphism for a pair B � A of

regular Lie algebroids and homotopy property

De�nition 2 Consider a regular Lie algebroid(A; [[�; �]];#A) and its
Lie subalgebroid (B; [[�; �]];#B) ; B � A; both over the same regular
foliated manifold (M;F ) ;

0 ggg- A- -#A

�
�

F 0-

0 hhh-
[

B- F-#B
0-

�
6

[

6

�
!j��
i

j

There exist a homomorphism of algebras (see [B+K])

h(B;A) : H (ggg;B)! H (A)

in which
H (ggg;B) = H

��
Sec

^
(ggg=hhh)�

�
I
; �
�

is the relative cohomology algebra of the complex ((Sec
V
(ggg=hhh)�)I ; �)

of the B-invariant cross-sections of the vector bundle
V
(ggg=hhh)� with

respect to the adjoint representation of B in
V
(ggg=hhh)� induced by

adB;ggg of B in the vector bundle ggg=hhh de�ned by

adB;ggg (�) ([�]) = [[[�; �]]] ; � 2 SecB; � 2 Secggg:

The di¤erential � for invariant cross-sections is de�ned by

h�	; [�1] ^ ::: ^ [�k+1]i =
X
i<j

(�1)i+j+1 h	; [[�i; �j]] ^ [�1] ^ :::̂{:::|̂::: ^ [�k+1]i
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	 2 Sec
Vk (ggg=hhh)�Io(B), �i 2 Secggg:

The characteristic secondary characteristic homomorphism h(B;A)
on the level of di¤erential forms is de�ned with the help of an aux-
iliary taken connection � in B by the formula

h(B;A) [	] = �(B;A) (	)

�(B;A) :
�
Sec

^
(ggg=hhh)�

�
I
! 
 (A)

�(B;A) (	) (x; v1 ^ ::: ^ vk) = h	x;
�
�!j�� (x; v1)

�
^ ::: ^

�
�!j�� (x; vk)

�
:

One can prove the commutativity of �(B;A) with di¤erential � and
dA which gives a homomorphism on cohomology.

The following gives the fundamental homotopic property of the
homomorphism h(B;A):

Theorem 3 If B;B0 � A are homotopic Lie subalgebroids of A (both
over (M;F )) then there exist an isomorphism of algebras

H (ggg;B) �= H (ggg0; B) (1)

under which
h(B;A) = h(B0;A):

Recal that two Lie subalgebroids B0; B1 � A (both over (M;F ))
are said to be homotopic if there exists a Lie subalgebroid B �
TR� A over (R�M;TR� F ) such that for t 2 f0; 1g

�x 2 Btjx () (�t; �x) 2 Bj(t;x):

B is called a subalgebroid joining B0 with B1.
See [K5] to compare the relation of homotopic subbundles of a

principal bundle with the relation of homotopic subalgebroids.

4 Homomorphism for (B;A;r)

Now consider additionally a homomorphism of Lie algebroids

r : L! A
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where L is any (nonregular in general) Lie algebroid on the manifold
M:

Remark 4 The characteristic classes from the image of the Chern�
Weil homomorphism hL;A : I (A)! H (L) of the pair (L;A) [B+K+W]
are obstructions for the existence of a �at L-connection in A. hL;A =
0 if there exists a �at L-connection in A. I (A) is the space of in-
variant cross�sections of

Wk ggg� with respect to the representation
induced by the adjoint one adA : A! CDO(ggg).
The equality ##

L � hA = hL;A (compare with [Cr] and [F] for A =
CDO(f) and A = A (P )) connects the Chern-Weil homomorphism
hL;A with hA (the last is the Chern-Weil homomorphism of a single
regular Lie algebroid A, obtained earlier by J.Kubarski in [K1]).
For arbitrary vector bundle f since the Lie algebroid CDO(f) is in-

tegrable, CDO(f) = A (L (f)) ; the algebra of invariants I (CDO (f))
is canonically isomorphic to the algebra of invariant polynomials on
the Lie algebra gl (n;R) [K1]. The case of L-connections in a vector
bundle f was considered by Crainic [Cr]. The case of L-connections
in A = A (P ) corresponds to the case considered by Fernandes [F].

The superposition

h(B;A;r) = r# � h(B;A) : H (ggg;B)! H (L)

has the following properties:
1) on the level of forms is de�ned by the formula

h(B;A;r) ([	]) = �(B;A;r) (	)

�(B;A;r) (	) (x; v1 ^ ::: ^ vk) = h	x;
�
�!j�� (rv1)

�
^:::^

�
�!j�� (rvk)

�
i;

2) IfB;B0 are homotopic Lie subalgebroids then h(B;A;r) = h(B0;A;r)
under isomorphism (1),
3) h(B;A;r) = 0 if r takes values in a Lie subalgebroid B0 homo-

topic to B;
4) If r; r0 : L ! A are homotopic homomorphisms of Lie alge-

broids then h(B;A;r) = h(B;A;r0);
5) h(B;A) = h(B;A;idA).
Recall the de�nition of homotopy between homomorphisms of Lie

algebroids.
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De�nition 5 [K4] Let H0; H1 : L ! A be homomorphisms of Lie
algebroids. By a homotopy joining H0 to H1 we mean a homomor-
phism of Lie algebroids

H : TR� L �! A

such that H (�0; �) = H0 and H (�1; �) = H1 where �0 and �1 are null
vector tangent bundle of R at 0 and 1, respectively.

5 EXAMPLES

5.1 On the ground of principal bundles

Let P 0 � P be aH-reduction of aG-principal bundle P = P (M;G) ;
H � G; and let � be a �at connection in P:
The fundamental question is:

� is � a connection in P 0 ? or less, is � a connection in another
H-reduction P 00 homotopic to P 0 ?

The secondary characteristic homomorphism h(P 0;P;�) : H (g; H)!
HdR (M), investigated intensively in the seventies for the triple (P 0; P; �),
describes the obstructions to this fact. We look at this homomor-
phism from the point of view of Lie algebroids and especially from
the point of view of the secondary characteristic homomorphism of
the pair of Lie algebroids (A (P 0) ; A (P )) of principal bundles P 0

and P:
A �at connection � in P is equivalent to a connection � : TM !

A (P ) = TP=G in the transitive Lie algebroid A (P ) = TP=G of
P: Let 0 ! ggg ! A (P ) ! TM !) be the Atiyah sequence of P
(ggg = P �Ad g, g denotes the Lie algebra of G).

Theorem 6 If P 0 is connectedH-reduction (H may not be connected),
then there exist an isomorphism of algebras

H (g; H)
��= H (ggg; A (P 0))

under which
h(P 0P;�) = h(A(P 0);A(P );�)

where h(P 0;P;�) : H (g; H) ! HdR (M) is the classical ��at� sec-
ondary characteristic homomorphism.
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We recall the indirect de�nition of h(P 0;P;�) on the level of di¤er-
ential forms:

h(P 0;P;�) ([ ]) = �(P 0;P;�) ( )

�(P 0;P;�) ( ) (x;w1 ^ ::: ^ wk) = h x; [+! (z; ~w1)]^ :::^ [+! (z; ~wk)]i;
where x 2M; z 2 Pjx; ~wi 2 TzP 0 � TzP is a P 0-horizontal lifting of
wi:

According to isomorphism H (g; H)
��= H (ggg; A (P 0)) from theo-

rem (6) and the superposition

h(A(P 0);A(P );�) = �# � h(A(P 0);A(P ))

we obtain Theorem 1, i.e. that h(P 0;P;�) is factorized by the universal
homomorphism

h(P 0;P ) = h(A(P 0);A(P )) : H (g; H) = H (ggg; A (P 0))! H (A (P )) = Hr (P )

H(g; H) HdR(M)-
h(P 0;P;�)

HdR(P )

h(P 0;P )
�
�
�
��

�#
@
@
@
@R

5.2 Crainic characteristic classes

Consider a vector bundle f and its Lie algebroid CDO(f) : The cross-
sections of CDO(f) are covariant derivative operators of f. Equiva-
lentlyCDO(f) can be described as the Lie algebroid of theGL (n;R)-
principal bundle Lf of frames of f.
Let L be an arbitrary nonregular (in general) Lie algebroid L

on M and r a representation of L on f; equivalently given by the
homomorphism of Lie algebroids

r : L! CDO(f) :

Crainic classes [Cr] u2k�1 (f) of r live in H (L) and one of the direct
formula for these classes is as follows: let h be any Riemannian
metric in f and rh the adjoint L-connection in f, then

u2k�1 (f) = [u2k�1 (f;r)] 2 H (L)
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where u2k�1 (f;r) 2 
2k�1 (L) are de�ned by

u2k�1 (f;r) = (�1)
k(k+1)

2 csk
�
r;rh

�
; k is odd,

csk
�
r;rh

�
=

Z
�

chk
�
ra�

�
for ra� = tr+ (t� 1)rh:

We look at this classes from the point of view of universal char-
acteristic homomorphism of a pair of Lie algebroids. Consider in
this purpose the reduction of CDO(f) coming from a Riemannian
metric h; i.e. a Lie subalgebroid

CDO(f, fhg) � CDO(f) :

For example, CDO(f, fhg) can be realized as the Lie algebroid of
a suitable connected reduction of the GL (n)-principal bundle of
frames Lf to orthonormal frames L (f, fhg) : Taking the canonical
isomorphism of Lie algebroids �f : A (Lf)! CDO(f) [K1] we put

CDO(f; fhg) = �f [A (L (f; fhg))] :

Theorem 3.3.2 [K3] says that l 2 CDO(f; fhg)jx () l 2 CDO(f)jx
and for an arbitrary local trivialization  : U � Rn ! fjU of Rie-
mannian bundle f (i.e.  x : Rn ! fjx is an isometry), the endomor-
phism

Rn 3 u 7�!  �1x (l ( (�; u))) 2 Rn

belongs to the Lie algebra so (n) : On the other hand we have: L 2
Sec (CDO (f; fhg)) () L 2 Sec (CDO (f)) and for each sections
�; � 2 Sec (f) the formula holds

h (L (�) ; �) = h (�; �)� h (�;L (�)) :

The Atiyah sequences for CDO(f) and CDO(f; fhg) are

0 �! End (f) �! CDO(f) �! TM �! 0;

0 �! Sk (f) �! CDO(f; fhg) �! TM �! 0:
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Two Lie subalgebroids Bi = CDO(f; fhig) ; i = 1; 2; correspond-
ing to Riemannian metrics hi are homotopic Lie subalgebroids [K5].
For the pair of Lie algebroids (CDO (f; fhg) ;CDO(f)) we have

the universal secondary characteristic homomorphism

h(CDO(f;fhg);CDO(f)) : H (End (f) ;CDO(f; fhg))! H (CDO (f)) :

For arbitrary nonregular (in general) Lie algebroid L onM we obtain
the secondary characteristic homomorphism

h(CDO(f;fhg);CDO(f);r) : H (End (f) ;CDO(f; fhg))! H (L)

According to classical isomorphisms (see the papers and the book
by Kamber-Tondeur) and Theorem 6 we obtain the isomorphisms^�

y1; :::; yn
0
� K-T�= H (gl (n;R) ; O (n)) �=

�
H (End (f) ;CDO(f; fhg))

where n0 is the largest odd integer � n:

The characteristic class ~yk in H (gl (n;R) ; O (n)) corresponding
to yk is de�ned by

~yk ([A1] ; :::; [A2k�1]) =
X

sgn� � tr
�
~A�(1) � ::: � ~A�(2k�1)

�
where

~Ai =
Ai + ATi

2
is the symmetrization of Ai:

Theorem 7 h(CDO(f;fhg);CDO(f))
�
�
�
~yk
��
= ck � u2k�1 (f) for some real

ck:
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